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The rubber track system can be quickly swapped on
the tyres, exerting a smaller ground pressure while
generating a greater adhesion to solve the problem
vehicles faced in traversing rough and difficult
terrain. This paper will discuss the influence of
rubber track system on the ride comfort of
engineering vehicles with rigid suspension. First, a
multi-body dynamic model of the rubber track
system and a mathematical model of contact
between the ground and the track are established,
and then the macro commands are programmed to
add many complex contact forces. Moreover, by
using the method of physical prototype obstacle
testing, the correctness of the simulation model is
validated. The ride comfort of the engineering
vehicle when equipped with rubber track system is
explored by the method of the multi-body dynamics
and real vehicle test. The research shows that a
flexible roller wheel system can significantly
improve the ride comfort of the engineering vehicle
when compared to wheeled vehicles. When the
vehicle speed is low, the weighted root-meansquare acceleration of the wheeled vehicle and
tracked vehicle is almost the same. At the same
time, it is verified that the ride comfort of the steelchain tracked vehicles is worse than that of rubber
tracked vehicles, due to the polygon effect.
Through the multi-body dynamics simulation of the
virtual prototype, we can predict and evaluate the
ride comfort of vehicles, saving the cost of testing
and obtaining the actual experimental data, which
has great significance for the research and
development of vehicles.
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1

Introduction

The rubber track system, which can be rapidly
swapped, is a special crawler device with both the
characteristics of tyres and tracks. It is used to solve
the problem the vehicle faced while traversing rough
and difficult terrain, such as beaches, marshes,
deserts, snow and gravel [1-3] , as shown in Fig.1.
Compared to the regular track, rubber track system
can adapt to difficult terrain better and it enjoys a
smaller turning radius. With more contact area and
less ground pressure, the rubber track system enjoys
obvious superiority over the ordinary tyres. With
enhanced adhesion and improved traversing ability
for vehicle to ride comfort on difficult terrain, as well
as stable traction [4-7], the rubber track system is
mainly composed of load wheels, dynamic guide
wheels, a frame, an anti-torque system, a sprocket
and a rubber track, as shown in Fig.2.

a) Before the vehicle equipped with rubber track
system

Figure 2. The composition of the rubber track
system: 1 - Flexible roller wheel, 2 Dynamic guide wheels, 3 – Frame, 4 - Antitorque system, 5 – Sprocket, 6 - Rubber
track.
Because of the rigid suspension, a ride comfort of the
engineering vehicle is rather poor.Therefore, it is
particularly important to study the vibration of the
vehicle driving before and after the modification.
According to the structure of load wheels, it can be
divided into the following two categories: a) rigid
roller wheels system, fixed on the frame, whose
position does not change when the vehicle drives [8,
9]; b) flexible roller wheel system, hinged to the
frame through suspension, which can swing with the
terrain to make the rubber track better fit the terrain
contour [10, 11]. In the paper, the method of multibody dynamics and the real vehicle test are used to
evaluate the difference between the effects of flexible
roller wheel system of rubber track system and tyres
on ride comfort of engineering vehicle. The
difference between steel-chain tracked vehicles and
rubber tracked vehicles is also compared.

2

The Establishment of the multi-body
dynamics model based on ADAMS

2.1 Establishing the Virtual prototype

b) After the vehicle equipped with rubber track
system
Figure 1. The comparison of the engineering vehicle
when equipped with rubber track system.

The method of virtual prototype simulation is often
used in the performance simulation of vehicles,
which determines errors in the theoretical calculation,
and saves the cost of traditional physical prototype
testing [12-14]. The Automatic Dynamic Analysis of
Mechanical System (ADAMS) is one of the most
common and authoritative dynamic analysis
softwares of mechanical system in CAE field, which
integrates modeling, solving, and visualization
techniques. It can conduct the static, dynamic, and
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kinematic of the virtual prototype at the same time
[15, 16].
Since the ADAMS modeling is obviously
insufficient, especially for a complex model with a
curved shape, the virtual prototype of the rubber track
system is established in Solidworks. This can be
imported into the ADAMS by IGS format after
simplification[17, 18]. By being simplified, the mass
of the virtual prototype is rather different from that of
the physical one. Therefore, a matching block is fixed
on the frame to adjust the mass and centroid position.
Then, the constraints and kinematic pairs are added.
In this model, in addition to the tensioning device and
the central independent swing suspension between
which the moving pair is added, there is the revolute
pair added between almost all the other parts. The
determination of model parameters of the rubber
track system can be seen in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Determination of model parameters
Parameters
Overall Length
Overall Width
Overall Height
Maximum Loads
Total Mass
Front Drive axle Mass
Rear Drive axle Mass
Load Center Distance
Minimum Ground
Clearance
Maximum Speed
Tire Width
Tire Radius
Rubber track Width

Signs
L
W
H
G
M
M1
M2
h1

Values
6590
2340
2390
2500
7990
2560
3707
600

Units
mm
mm
mm
kg
kg
kg
kg
mm

h2

400

mm

S
WT
RT
RWT

15
350
650
600

Km/h
mm
mm
mm

2.2 The contact mathematical
program macro commands

model

and

The rubber track system uses rubber track.
Unfortunately, there is no dynamic simulation
environment for rubber track.
Therefore, many hinged steel track are linked to
simulate the rubber track.
In the virtual modeling of rubber track system, the
key point is applying all kinds of forces, which are
mainly the contact force between different
components. Meanwhile, the motion relationship of
components is defined by various constraints. In the
ADAMS/View, if there are no contact force between
the various components of the rubber track system,
there will be a direct influence caused by each other,
so the contact force should be added[18-20].

The Impack function is adopted to establish the
contact mathematical models between the track and
the ground. The format is that:
IMPACT  q, q, q1, q, k , e, cmax , d 

(1)

where q is a variable of contact distance, and it is used
to define the distance between the two points of
contact; q1 is a threshold of the Impack function,
whose value is of 0.3. When q> q1, Impack=0, and
when q< q1, Impack≠0. k is the stiffness coefficient,
with the value of 1.0E+005N/m. e is the force
exponent, and its value is of 2.2. cmax is the damping
coefficient, whose value is of 10.0. d is the
penetration depth, and its value is of 10.0.

0, q  q1


e
IMPACT  k  q1  q   cmax q 

step  q, q1  d ,1, q1 0  , q  q1
(2)
0, q  0.3


2.2
 105  0.3  q   10q 

step  q, 0.2,1, 0.3, 0  , q  0.3
There are many track treads in the rubber track
system. When the vehicle moves, many contact
forces will be produced between each track tread and
the ground, road wheel, and driving wheel.
Therefore, using the conventional method of
applying a contact force one by one is not only
inaccurate, but also difficult to realize.
In this paper, macro commands of ADAMS are
adopted to add variety and complex contact forces
[21, 22]. The parameters required for the calculation
of contact forces are shown in Tab. 2.
Taking the contact force between track tread and
ground as an example, the macro commands are as
follows. The contact force between track tread and
other parts can be modified to bold fonts:
variable set variable_name=$_self.num integer=1
for variable_name=bbb start=1 end=34
interface command_builder
interface dialog execute dialog=.gui.contact_cre
undisplay=yes
contact create &
contact_name=.MODEL_1.(eval("contact_ground_
"//$_self.num)) &
adams_id = (eval($_self.num+5000)) &
i_geometry_name=.MODEL_1.(eval("tracklink1_"//
$_self.num)).shell1 &
j_geometry_name=.MODEL_1. ground.BOX_348&
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stiffness = 35000 &
damping = 35 &
dmax = 0.1 &
exponent = 1.5 &
augmented_lagrangian_formulation = no &
coulomb_friction = on &
mu_static = 0.4 &
mu_dynamic = 0.3 &
stiction_transition_velocity = 0.1 &
friction_transition_velocity = 1.0
variable
set
variable_name=$_self.num
integer=(eval($_self.num+1))
end
variable delete variable_name=$_self.num

Vibration Sensor

Figure 3. A vibration sensor is fixed at one end of the
drive axle

Table 2. Parameters required for the calculation of
contact forces

Parameters

Rigidity
Damping
Force
Exponent
Penetration
Depth
Coulomb
Friction
Static
Coefficient
Dynamic
Coefficient
Stiction Vel.
Friction
Vel.

3

Track treads
between
driving wheel

Track treads
between
road wheels

1.0E+007
10000

1.0E+006
1000

Track
treads
between
ground and
wheel
3.5E+004
35

2.2

2.2

1.5

1.0E-004

1.0E-003

1.0E-003

On

On

On

0.15

0.2

0.4

Figure 4. Physical prototype obstacle testing

0.1

0.15

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.1

3.2 Multi-body dynamic simulation of virtual
prototype

1.0

1.0

1.0

Rubber Track
System
Obstacles

Verify the correctness of the simulation
model by testing

To verify the correctness of the virtual prototype
model, the methods of testing and virtual simulation
are used.

In the ADAMS (Fig. 5),obstacles are arranged
according to the arrangement of those in the obstacle
test, and the multi-body dynamic simulation is
conducted based on the above established virtual
prototype model. Then, in terms of the position of the
vibration sensor in the obstacle test, a MARKER
point is established on one side of the drive wheel,
and it is fixed to the drive wheel for the measurement
of the vibration here afterwards.

3.1 Physical prototype testing
A vibration sensor is fixed at one end of the drive axle
that’s equipped with rubber track system, as shown
in Fig.3. A portable dynamic signal recorder (DSMINITAUR) is adopted to collect data.
In the test, the vehicle is moving slowly on the road
with different obstacles when the vibration
acceleration of the rubber track system is measured,
as shown in Fig.4.

3.3 Comparison between the test and simulation
data
The unit of the data obtained in physical prototype
testing and virtual prototype simulation is unified
with that of the acceleration to be “m/s2”. Using timedomain analysis, an acceleration response curve is
established, as shown in Fig.6.
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zone, and then traverses the zone by uniform
speed [23]. The vibration acceleration sensor is
installed in the center of the cab seat, and the data
is collected by the DEWESoft's portable
dynamic signal recorder, as shown in Fig.7.

Rubber Track
System

Laptop
DEWESoft

Obstacles

Vehicle Power
Signal Recorder

Figure 5. Multi-body dynamic simulation of virtual
prototype.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that when the rubber track
system traverses different obstacles, the acceleration
response curves of prototype testing and virtual
simulation are nearly the same. Therefore, we
conclude that the multi-body dynamic simulation
model is valid.

Figure 7. The vibration acceleration data acquisition
system.
4.2 Introduction to the simulation model setting

Dynamic Simulation
Test

2.5

Acceleration (m/s2)

2.0
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1.0
0.5
0
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-1.0
-1.5
-2.0
-2.5
0
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4
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14

16

18

20

Time (s)

Figure 6. Acceleration response curve in timedomain.

4

Simulation and the ride comfort test of
engineering vehicles equipped with the
rubber track system

4.1 The test introduction

In the paper, the method of multi-body dynamics
and real vehicle test are used to evaluate the
difference between the influence of flexible
roller wheel system of rubber track system and
tyres on the ride comfort of engineering vehicle.
In the test, asphalt roads or concrete roads
satisfying the standard of national secondary
road should be used. The two ends of the test
roads are set up with 30-50m long acceleration
zone, and obvious signs should be built in the
steady speed zone. A prototype achieves the
required speed before entering the steady speed

The virtual simulation analysis is carried out
under the same conditions as the real vehicle test.
The drive axle and the four track systems are
established in the simulation model of tracked
vehicle. The drive axle and the four tyres are
established in the simulation model of wheeled
vehicle. Meanwhile, the tire used UA model, and
the road used the stationary random road model
[24]. Moreover, the matching block is added for
the model, and a MARKER point is created in
the center of the cab seat to measure the vertical
vibration acceleration of the point, and then the
weighted root-mean-square acceleration is
compared with the test results.
4.3 The comparative analysis of simulation and
the test results

The vertical vibration acceleration data is
transformed into frequency domain, and then the
1-80Hz frequency range is divided into 20
frequency bands by 1/3 frequency doubling
method. After that, the effective values of the
vibration acceleration in each frequency band are
weighted to get the root-mean-square
acceleration.
It can be seen in Figure 8 that the comparison of
the test and simulation results of weighted root-
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Weighted Root-Mean-Square Acceleration(m/s2)

mean-square acceleration for the center of the
cab seat when the engineering vehicle drives
straightly(with engine speed of 2397r/min) at the
first gear(5km/h), the second gear(10km/h) and
the third gear (15km/h) speed respectively.
2.0
Simulation with tire
Test with tire
Simulation with track system
Test with track system
1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0

5

10

15

domain comparison of the wheeled and tracked
vehicle acceleration signals. However, there are
small errors in the simulation, and the error of
Fig.9 is relatively smaller. On the one hand, the
error is caused by the simplification of some
components when establishing the simulation
model. On the other hand, it is caused by the
difference between the built terrain and the
actual one. In Fig.10, the error is larger because
of the additional vibration caused by the polygon
effect of track links and the change of material
from rubber to steel. Moreover, the higher the
speed, the more obvious the polygon effect, and
the worse the ride comfort. This is the reason
why the ride comfort of the steel-chain tracked
vehicles is worse than that of the rubber tracked
vehicles.

20

Speed of the Vehicle(km/h)

Figure 8. Comparison of the ride comfort test and
simulation results.

As it can be seen from Fig.8, the simulation
results agree well with the experimental results.
Thus, the reasonability of the established vehicle
dynamics model is verified. At different speeds,
the weighted root-mean-square acceleration of
the tracked vehicle is always smaller than that of
the wheeled vehicle. According to the national
standard GB/T4970-2009 [25], the ride comfort
of tracked vehicle is better than that of wheeled
vehicle. Therefore compared to wheeled vehicles,
the flexible roller wheel system can significantly
enhance the ride comfort of the engineering
vehicle.
When the vehicle speed is low, the ride comfort
of the wheeled vehicle and tracked vehicle is
almost the same. However, the ride comfort of
the vehicle becomes worse with the increase of
the vehicle speed, which is more obvious for
wheeled vehicles. Fig.9 and Fig.10 demonstrate
the test and simulation results of vertical
vibration acceleration of the center of cab seat of
tracked vehicle and wheeled vehicle driving at
the third gear, respectively.
From Fig.9 and Fig. 10, it can be seen that the
amplitude range and mean value of the test and
simulation are basically consistent with the time

Figure 9. Vertical vibration acceleration curve of
cab seat of wheeled vehicle.

Figure 10. Vertical vibration acceleration curve of
cab seat of tracked vehicle.

5

Conclusion

In the paper, a virtual simulation model of the rubber
track system is established based on the multi-body
dynamic software. The model basically reflects the
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kinematics and dynamics of the real vehicle, and the
correctness of the model is validated by the real
vehicle test. Moreover, the test results can be used to
predict and evaluate the ride comfort of the vehicle.
Through the research of this paper, the idea of virtual
simulation based on physical prototype is applied to
actual vehicles, which can not only save the cost of
the test, but it can also acquire the data consistent
with those acquired by the actual tests. Therefore, it
is feasible to analyze the performance of the tracked
vehicle by virtual prototype, which has important
significance on the research and development of the
tracked vehicle.
Meanwhile, the virtual prototype simulation and the
real vehicle test show that the ride comfort of
engineering vehicles equipped with the rubber track
system is better than that of the wheeled vehicle. The
research shows that compared to the wheeled
vehicles,
a flexible roller wheel system can
significantly improve the ride comfort of the
engineering vehicle. When the vehicle speed is low,
the weighted root-mean-square acceleration of the
wheeled vehicle and tracked vehicle is almost the
same. However, with the increase of the vehicle
speed, the ride comfort of the vehicle becomes worse,
which is more obvious for the wheeled vehicle. In the
simulation model, because the rubber track is divided
into a number of steel track links, leading to the
polygon effect, the ride comfort is worse than that of
the real vehicle. Moreover, the higher the speed,
more obvious the polygon effect, and worse is the
ride comfort. Thus, this is the reason why the ride
comfort of steel-chain tracked vehicles is worse than
that of the rubber tracked vehicles.
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